
Read Before You Paint
Read these important instructions before painting your project. 

STOP

If you have additional questions after reading these 
instructions, please contact us at:
Phone 1.401.769.8800 
e-mail  info@SunshineJoy.com 
Web    www.FabricSprayPaint.com

CO NTAC T  US
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PA i NT i Ng yOUr PrOJ eC T

However, you may reuse the can if you clean the nozzle.

It’s best to use the entire can in a 
single application. 

What if the can doesn’t spray?
It is rare that you will have a bad can. First, make sure the 
can’s top is on tight. If it is, tug the trigger forward and push 
back gently to reset it. You can also pop the cap off and 
replace it with a cap from another can.
Additionally, sputtering may mean there is an internal spring 
that is stuck. If this seems to be the case, give the top of the 
can a firm tap and shake well to dislodge the spring.
If the problem persists, please call 1.401.769.8800 BefOre 
opening any additional cans.

Keep the can upright while spraying.
There is a tube attached to the spray mechanism (like a 
Windex bottle). If the can sputters, tilt can upright so that 
paint will be in the tube. To avoid excessive sputtering and 
wasting propellant, make sure to position your project in a 
way that allows you to keep your can upright while spraying.

Several coats look better than one 
heavy coat.
Less is more. Do not soak your project with paint. Paint 
evenly but not heavily. It may look like nothing is happening, 
but resist the urge to use more paint. Let paint dry for about 
20 minutes before applying a second coat.
See cleaning instructions below to prevent paint from drying 
inside the nozzle.

How to Clean for Storage
Turn the can upside down. Spray until it sprays clear. Rinse the 
nozzle with water until it’s clean. Store the can upside down 
with the nozzle submerged in water (e.g., in a paper cup).

Carefully read these instructions in 
their entirety and the instructions on 
the can before spraying your project. 
This paint is specialty paint. It acts like a dye or a stain and 
sprays unlike any other spray paint.
For Upholstery Projects, see back of pamphlet for 
further instruction.

Prep your work area and cover areas 
you do not want paint on.
Use painter’s tape, plastic, and cardboard to adequately protect 
any surfaces from unwanted paint. This paint will not wash out.

Test the paint on a hidden area of your 
item and let it dry for 72 hours before 
spraying the entire thing.
If the paint adheres to the area and you are satisified with the 
results AFTER is it fully dry, only then should you proceed to 
spray the rest of the piece. FOR UPHOLSERY PROJECTS, SEE 
BACK OF PAMPHLET FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTION.

Open & use one can before opening more.
If there’s a problem, stop opening cans and call us. We will 
not reimburse for used cans.  

Pull the can’s trigger back all the way. 
This will create a wide, conical spray that’s easy to control and 
apply. If you pump or pull the trigger partially, you will allow 
the propellant to escape without paint. This wastes propellant 
and will ultimately render the can useless. 

To prevent drips, start and stop spraying off of your project.

PAINTING YOUR PROJECT, continued

Test the material with water.
Test material for absorbency by sprinkling water on the 
fabric. If water beads up, it is no good. If water soaks in, it is 
okay to test paint on a hidden area of your project.
The color on the can is based on spraying white fabric. The 
underlying fabric color will change how the paint looks. We 
do not recommend radical color changes. You can go light to 
dark, but not dark to light. Test on a hidden area of your  
project before proceeding.

Practice. At first the paint may shoot out. Do not be alarmed. 
Keep full tension on the trigger until a cone spray appears. 
Please note that young children often need help spraying.



Stencil & Specialty Spray Paints

Make sure you glue your stencil down with spray 
tack before spraying the paint.
Mask off all areas you do not want paint on.
Spray in light, sweeping strokes, and do not soak the 
stencil. Let the material dry between coats.
This paint streams out fast. It is a thick, sticky 
formula. Be very careful.
Let dry at least 5 minutes before removing your 
stencil. DO NOT pat dry with a towel.
Stencil Spray adheres to polyester, nylon, and other 
materials to which craft paint does not.

Check out projects & video demos at our website  
www.FabricSprayPaint.com.

Stencilling Tips

PLEASE NOTE The PMS color reflects the true color of the 
product which may vary from the color printed here, as well as the 
material on which you choose to spray the paint. If your project 
demands exact color matching, we highly suggest testing on a 
hidden area first.

Stencil Spray Color Chart

Red 
PMS #185

White 
PMS #White 

Black 
PMS #Black 

SP3802001m SP3802006m

SP3802002m SP3802010m

SP3802003m SP3802011m

SP3802004m

SP3802005m

SP3802012m

SP3802013m

2.5 oz. Cans       $6.50
Silver 
PMS #877

Gold 
PMS #871

Celery Pearl 
PMS #578

Copper 
PMS #8900

Purple Pearl 
PMS #8100

Blue Pearl 
PMS #8201

Pink Pearl 
PMS #509

SP19 
Spray blood

SP12 
Glow-in-the-Dark Spray

Create shine & texture with metallic stencil 
spray. Personalize all sorts of fabric items with 
creative stencil designs.

FabricSprayPaint.com 401.769.8800 info@sunshinejoy.com


